ProSolution
Empower your users with our responsive and intuitive
Management Information System (MIS), specifically designed
for Further Education (FE) colleges, councils and private
training providers.
The challenge
The focus for all educational organisations is
ultimately to improve teaching and learning.
At Advanced, we understand that colleges,
councils and private training providers are facing
increased challenges to reach this goal. With
inadequate funding, compliance and inspection
pressures, education providers need a solution
they can trust in times of uncertainty.
The solution
With our flexible, intuitive MIS, ensure the right
information is available to the right people at
the right time to support your learners and
make informed decisions in real-time. With
ProSolution, you can work smarter and more
efficiently, accessing all of your key learner
information in one simple-to-use system.
Handle enquiries and applications with ease,
remain compliant and efficiently produce data
required for accurate funding claims.
The benefits
Save valuable time and support future growth
Effectively manage your learners and their data
from initial enquiry through to application,
enrolment and beyond.

Automate your back-office administration
processes with ProSolution. Reduce staff
workload and paper-based processes whilst
providing staff with the key information they
need, when they need it. Save valuable time,
drive efficiencies and control your administrative
costs as your organisation expands.

Client >

Deliver successful apprenticeship
programmes

ProSuite
Implementation

After recent changes to apprenticeships, we
understand you need a robust, manageable
system that can support future growth and
both your current and future apprenticeship
offerings. Efficiently manage apprenticeship
levy payments and contributions from both
government and employers, produce data for
accurate funding claims and remain compliant,
all from within your MIS.

"We have gained
enhanced levels of
visibility and reliability
of data relating to
5,000 registers which
ensures teachers
are paid on time
as they can quickly
mark all learners in a
timetabled class."

Increase admissions and funding with accurate
targeted marketing campaigns. With easy
access to your apprenticeship learner data, you
can share feedback to key stakeholders, from
assessors and apprentices to managers and
employers, and help drive improved retention
and programme success.
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ProSolution
Think ahead with powerful reporting
ProSolution holds a wealth of powerful
information. The reporting features built into
the system provide simple methods for turning
data into meaningful information, whether it be
for learners, governors, principals, department
heads, tutors, assessors or employers.
Both standard and user-defined reports are
seamlessly integrated into the system and can
be accessed from a web browser or the windows
application. Work smarter and act faster with
easy access to valuable learner data.
You can share this information in a number of
different formats - including tables, exports,
graphs, gauges, letters, emails and SMS text
messages - to ensure your stakeholders have
easy access to the information they need in a
format that works for them.
Improve efficiencies with organised
timetables, registers and exams
Co-ordinate a complex free timetabling process
with intelligent clash detection. Significantly
reduce administration time and scope for error
with our solution.
Do you manage multiple sites, or have learners
visit external locations as part of your course
programmes? With ProSolution, registers can
be taken on smartphones, tablets, laptops or
desktop PCs to ensure that teaching staff can
record attendance wherever the learners are.
The exams module helps to give order to
otherwise long-winded processes. It lets you
manage exams efficiently by importing awarding
body base data. You can also import and export
results and exam submissions.
The Seating Plan Wizard understands room
layouts, making it simple to plan for any special
requirements. It supports multiple papers
and can produce a variety of paper outputs
depending on your requirements.

Manage Additional Learner Support and
Learner Support Funding
ProSolution allows staff to record details of
learners receiving Additional Learning Support
and the associated costs. The required
documentation can be produced and the
relevant fields in the Individualised Learner
Record (ILR) are automatically populated,
removing the need to re-enter the learner’s
details and the risk of duplication.
Easily manage bursary funding paid to learners.
Set any number of expenditure categories,
record the funds agreed against learner profiles
and compare with those paid to them. You can
also link an electronic register to compare their
total attendance before authorising payment.
Scalable solution that can grow with you
We offer optional modules and customisable,
in-depth reporting and analysis so that our
solution can be tailored to suit the needs of your
organisation and your learners and grow with
you. Optional modules include:
>> Enquiries and Applications
>> Timetables
>> Registers
>> Mobile registers application; available on
Android, iOS and Windows Mobile.
>> Change Requests
>> Exams
>> Reporting
>> ILR Workshop
>> Learner Support Funds
>> Additional Support
>> Accommodation
>> SMS
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“Reducing paperbased processes
has dramatically
improved efficiency
and reduced the risk
of vital information
disappearing into a
black hole.
Requests to change
personal information
or to withdraw and
transfer learners can
be immediately made
online by teaching staff
and then actioned or
rejected by MIS staff,
without the need for
re-keying.”
Jo Haine >
Information Systems
Manager >
Solihull College

